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Background. The performance of midlevel health workers is a critical lever for strengthening health systems and redressing inequalities in underserved areas. Auxiliary nurses form the largest cadre of health workers in Guatemala. In rural settings, they provide essential services to vulnerable communities, and thus have great potential to address priority health needs. This paper examines auxiliary nurses’ motivation and satisfaction, and the coping strategies they use to respond to challenges they confront in their practice.

Methods. Semistructured interviews were conducted with 14 auxiliary nurses delivering health services in Alta Verapaz, Guatemala.

Results. Community connectedness was central to motivation in this rural Guatemalan setting. Participants were from rural communities and conveyed a sense of connection to the people they were serving through shared culture and their own experiences of health needs. Satisfaction was derived through recognition from the community and a sense of valuing their work. Auxiliary nurses described challenges commonly faced in low-resource settings. Findings indicated they were actively confronting these challenges through their own initiative.

Conclusions. Strategies to support the performance of midlevel health workers should focus on mechanisms to make training accessible to rural residents, support problem-solving in practice, and emphasize building relationships with communities served.

1. Background

Midlevel health workers (MLHWs) are the mainstay of health service delivery in many low income countries. Given their prominent role, supporting the performance of MLHWs is a critical lever for strengthening health systems and redressing health inequalities in underserved areas. MLHWs are defined as health care providers with formal accreditation but shorter training and a more restricted scope of practice than professionals [1]. MLHW cadres share characteristics that make them particularly attractive for initiatives to improve access to care and mitigate health workforce deficits [2, 3]. Lower entry level education requirements make it easier to recruit locals who have potential to provide more culturally and linguistically appropriate care and may be easier to retain in rural placements [4]. Studies indicate that with adequate training and continued support, MLHWs can provide care comparable to professionals [5]. Increasing deployment of MLHWs can also be appealing as a lower cost alternative for improving coverage.

Despite their centrality in the health workforce, MLHW cadres tend to have low status and inadequate recognition. They frequently lack professional organizations, and national information systems often do not differentiate them from professionals, making it difficult to monitor their deployment and productivity [6]. These factors contribute to their weak integration into the health system, which is manifested in lack of attention to management issues, training, support, career development, and progression [1, 7]. As they often work in underserved remote areas, many face constraints which affect performance such as staffing shortages, lack of medicine, and equipment.
The challenging situation that MLHWs and other service providers face exemplifies the complexity of improving performance in resource-constrained settings. Efforts have traditionally focused on enhancing health worker knowledge and skills, but there is increasing recognition that abilities alone are insufficient to achieve improvement in these challenging conditions [8]. The 2006 World Health Report identified three broad categories of interconnected factors influencing performance: characteristics of the health workers, the health system, and the population served [9]. Performance is the result of a transactional process between health workers and their environments, as they engage with the conditions in the health system and community to provide health care according to their abilities, professional values, and personal goals [10]. This study focuses on health workers’ engagement in the transactional process leading to performance, which we call “practice.”

Health workers can provide key insights into how these intersecting conditions influence their practice and how they respond to them. Increased recognition of the crippling effect of health workforce deficits in health system effectiveness has led to a growing number of studies focused on health workers in low and middle income countries. The results of studies of motivation to work in rural areas and satisfaction in these positions highlight the importance of resource availability, management support, recognition, opportunities for advancement, as well as salary levels [11–17].

Fewer studies have focused on how health workers respond to these conditions as they engage in their work. In the face of challenging circumstances, health workers respond with coping strategies that help them to realize their goals. Examples highlighted in the literature include strategies such as moonlighting, pilfering drugs, and informal charging, which promote personal goals to the detriment of organizational goals and performance [18–20]. Only one recent study documenting positive coping strategies that contribute to performance could be found [21].

While health worker issues have received growing attention, the context-specific nature of findings underscores the need for further assessments. There is particular need for investigation of Latin American contexts, as there are few studies of health workers from this region [22–24]. An exploratory study was conducted to gain insight into the intersecting influence of health system and community conditions on the practice of auxiliary nurses, a MLHW cadre delivering health services in a rural province of Guatemala. This paper explores auxiliary nurses’ motivation and satisfaction and examines their responses to the challenging working conditions they confront in their practice. The overall aim of the study is to generate strategies for improving performance that are appropriate for addressing local conditions and can build on existing strengths.

2. Methods

2.1. The Study Setting. In Guatemala, the health system utilizes MLHWs primarily in the form of auxiliary nurses (AN). They represent the largest cadre of health workers in the country with 18 ANs per 10,000 inhabitants in 2006, while professional nurses have a proportion of four per 10,000 and doctors, ten per 10,000 [25]. Training is one year in duration and ten years of formal schooling are required for entry to the program. Though the majority of ANs work in hospitals, they are also utilized as frontline health workers in primary and secondary care settings in rural communities where health needs are great.

Primary care services are delivered through two types of providers: public sector health posts and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) contracted by the government under the Coverage Extension Program (Programa de Extensión de Cobertura, PEC). Health posts provide coverage for a population of around 2,000 inhabitants and typically employ one to two ANs. In the PEC, NGOs are responsible for the delivery of a basic package of health services to a jurisdiction of about 10,000 inhabitants using a mobile team of health workers. The mobile team normally includes one to two ANs, one doctor or nurse, and an educator. The team makes monthly visits to the communities served in the jurisdiction catchment area. Primary care activities in both health posts and PEC include maternal and child health services, as well as attending consultations, providing educational talks, maintaining census, and epidemiological data for their catchment area. In order to gain support for health promotion activities, their work also involves communication with local leaders in the Community Development Councils as well as training and coordination with community health volunteers.

Secondary care is provided in public sector health centers, most of which are open 24 hours and provide inpatient, emergency, and maternity care as well as outpatient consultations, and maternal and child health services. Typically, health worker staff includes: a doctor or nurse who serves as district manager, one or more nurses who oversee the different departments of the health center and district health posts, a few additional doctors who work shifts, and around 15 ANs. In many sites, one AN is designated to primary care activities in the catchment area. ANs staff the different departments in the health center, including pre- and postconsultation, family planning, inpatient, and emergency. In practice, a doctor or nurse may be not available to attend patients due to position vacancies, administrative duties or when many patients are waiting. In these cases, ANs also attend patient consultations, emergencies, deliveries and manage inpatient care in secondary care settings.

The province of Alta Verapaz in northern Guatemala was selected as the site for this study because it offers rich opportunities to explore factors influencing AN practice, with positive strategic efforts alongside great difficulties. Challenges include one of the highest rates of maternal mortality in the country (207/100,000 live births) as well as the highest rate of extreme poverty (38%) [26, 27]. The majority of the rural population is monolingual in the local indigenous language with little formal education. Recent national policy to fortify health services in prioritized regions has led to scaling up health worker positions, with the creation of many new jobs in primary and secondary care services in Alta Verapaz since 2008. In Alta Verapaz as in most parts of the country, scaling up of AN positions was successful, with 97%
of positions created filled, while there was 50% vacancy in the positions created for doctors and nurses [28]. However, the newly created positions are with temporary contracts and wage delays have been common. The increased number of AN positions in rural health services has been filled in part by graduates from an innovative distance education program based in the National School of Nursing in Coban, Alta Verapaz. This program aims to increase the availability of ANs who are indigenous rural residents by making education more accessible with technology and more appropriate through an adapted curriculum focused on community health and intercultural care.

2.2. Data Collection. Field work was conducted from January to March, 2010 by the first author, who is a nurse by training and has established contacts with nursing schools in Guatemala through previous work. The study was supported by a committee of local stakeholders from the National Nursing School and the Regional Health Office who reviewed the study protocol, interview guide, and consent form. The director of the Regional Health Office approved the study and provided a letter to present in the districts. Field work was conducted in five districts of Alta Verapaz, in sites one to four hours from the provincial capital.

Sampling was purposive to include ANs working in both primary and secondary care as well as a balanced representation of gender and training backgrounds. A total sample of 14 ANs was achieved through 11 one-on-one interviews and one group interview with three coworkers. In the case of the group interview, the participants were coworkers with similar background, and the group dynamic provided further insight into their experience of the work environment. Characteristics of the participants are shown in Table 1. All ANs interviewed were indigenous and spoke Q’eqchi’ or Poqomchi’ as well as Spanish. The average age of participants was 29.5 years. Most of the ANs had temporary contracts and less than four years of experience. These characteristics were typical of the ANs present in the health services visited.

Interviews were carried out in the work setting, except for one conducted when the AN was en route to work. Participants were informed about the purpose and focus of the interview, the voluntary nature of participation, and the confidentiality of their responses. They were provided with a written description of the research project and written consent was obtained. This process helped establish positive rapport as the participants expressed appreciation of the researcher’s attention to their practice. Interviews were conducted by the first author in Spanish, and lasted from 20 to 45 minutes. Recorded interviews were then transcribed by local research assistants.

Topics in the interview guide included: motivation, their work and work environment, sources of satisfaction and frustration, sources of support, and suggestions to improve work. Additionally, contextual information was gathered through observation of ANs delivering services in health centers, health posts and PEC settings, and conversation with supervisors and community members. Field notes documenting observations and insights gained from local stakeholders were used to illustrate the context of findings from AN interviews, and provided space for beginning analysis.

2.3. Data Analysis. A thematic analysis approach was used to interpret the data [29]. Analysis began with a review of the accuracy of transcriptions, followed by careful reading to become thoroughly familiar with the data set. A guide to the interview data was prepared by the first author introducing each AN, describing impressions from the interview, and observation of practice if relevant, and initial observations on points of interest were discussed by all authors. An index of themes was generated for coding the transcripts. The initial version of the theme index was based on the topics addressed in the interview guide. Analytical observations were recorded.
after each interview coding, and the theme index was revised to incorporate topics that emerged repeatedly and did not fit in the original themes. The themes were applied to the interviews using OpenCode 2.1 software.

The data were then sorted into the themes, and the first author created matrices summarizing the contribution of all participants for each theme. This permitted the research team to examine and discuss the range of perceptions and experiences within each theme and across work settings. Work setting was used as the organizing category because important variations in ANs’ conditions and perceptions across primary and secondary care were observed during data collection. Variation across other categories such as gender and training background were also considered. Dynamics within and connections across themes were analyzed by seeking to characterize central tendencies and examining the consistency of patterns in the experiences and attitudes expressed by workers who shared particular traits. Within the themes of motivation, satisfaction, challenges, and coping strategies, the central characteristics were community connectedness, sense of value of work, confronting resource constraints, effort of community work, and learning in practice, and these organize the presentation of results.

3. Results

3.1. Motivated by Community Connectedness. Participants’ accounts of their motivation to work as an AN reflected a sense of connection to the people they were serving. All participants were from rural communities, though most did not work in their own village or town. However, they identified with others from rural communities, who in this province of Guatemala primarily belong to the Q’eqchi’ ethnic group. They expressed that being an AN was a vocation that allowed them to help their people and provided them with an identity. Secondary care ANs were more likely to mention wanting to help their families and that they like working with people, while primary care ANs were more likely to mention helping communities. One primary care AN whose work involved travelling to distant communities with a mobile health worker brought.

Even though we receive pay that is not why we go… We are helping people living in remote areas… Thank God, everything we have learned we are sharing with people at the community level (in places where) they have never had access to health services. (Participant 5, PEC)

Among both primary and secondary care ANs, some expressions of motivation reflected the unique perspective a local health worker brings. The following quotes from two ANs illustrate how they were motivated to become an AN to address needs they had experienced themselves in their community, and also how their role provided them with identity:

Back then, we didn’t know what nursing was… Two of my sisters died one post-partum and one who was pregnant. Since we didn’t know the warning signs, we just watched them there suffering for two or three days. Since we didn’t have the knowledge at that time, my two sisters died. Thank God, with the achievement of studying this career, it is very important in life. (I am able to) support the communities, help the people and children. (Participant 6, Health Center)

(I was motivated to become an AN by) necessity. Those who worked here before were not from here… they neglected their work. They would leave on Thursday, come in late on Monday… That was how I decided to study this, and also to have a career, to be somebody in life. (Participant 4, Health Center)

Even after describing feeling frustrated by lack of resources in her work, an AN in secondary care shared the following quote, which further illustrates how connectedness to the community as a local worker relates to motivation.

Interviewer: Based in your experience until now, do you think you would like to continue working here?

AN: Yes, especially since it’s my people (mi pueblo). I need to help them, because they know me and I know them. I think there is more trust between us than with another person who comes in… So I need to help my people. (Participant 7, Health Center)

3.2. Satisfaction from Sense of Value of Work. ANs in primary and secondary care expressed that the nature of their work was a source of satisfaction because they were able to provide valuable services. Primary care ANs emphasized that community education and actions to prevent maternal mortality were important aspects of their work. Participant 2 expressed a clear vision of how his work activities contributed to prevention:

For me the most important activities are firstly the immunization program because we prevent several diseases with vaccines, nutritional supplements for the children, educational talks… In PEC, we have to prevent disease so that the secondary care facilities are not overcrowded. From the community level we can prevent diseases… through education. (Participant 2, PEC)

Secondary care ANs described that their work allowed them to help patients who came in very ill by resolving their problem or referring them. One AN said the best feeling was knowing her knowledge, skills and abilities saved a life (Participant 8, Health Center). Another area where the ANs expressed they do important work was attending deliveries. They commented on the importance of prioritizing pregnant women because two lives were at stake, and they appreciated the beauty of receiving new life.

In general, primary care ANs expressed a stronger sense of satisfaction than those working in secondary care because
their work allowed them more positive contact with communities through health promotion activities. Primary care ANs described how they derived satisfaction from being recognized in the community and feeling they had their support.

I like what I do, being in contact with the people. It makes me happy that the people like me, they know me, I have their support... working with people in the communities, being able to help my people, that is why I feel satisfied. (Participant 7, Health Center)

As the work of the secondary care ANs consisted in attending patients seeking services in the health center, they did not have the same opportunity for positive contact and community recognition. Instead their ability to carry out their work and resolve the patient’s need was more strongly influenced by resource constraints.

While all of the ANs interviewed expressed desire to continue working in rural health settings, 12 of the 14 interviewed were working in positions with temporary contract. Several expressed that their future depended on the government and they did not know whether their positions would be renewed due to uncertainty of continued funding.

Gender dynamics in satisfaction in different care settings merit further attention. In this sample higher satisfaction in the primary care role was confined to males. The only female AN in the primary care group expressed that she would only work in PEC a couple of more years due to the difficulties of travelling to the communities. Though she was the only AN currently employed in primary care who expressed desire to leave her position, there were four other female ANs in secondary care who had worked previously in PEC and left due to transportation difficulties.

3.3. Challenges and Coping Strategies

We fall into the error of... only seeing the bad... and we don’t realize the good that one does. (Participant 8, Health Center)

ANs described many challenging conditions which influenced their practice. However, they also shared ways they are actively coping with these conditions in their efforts to deliver services. In resource-poor settings, the constraints impeding optimal health service delivery often form the predominant impression, but as participant 8 pointed out, there were also positive aspects of AN practice that merit attention.

3.3.1. Confronting Limited Resources. In secondary care settings, lack of resources strongly influenced the ANs’ practice. They described the human impact of not having the resources needed in critical situations, as well as their responses through taking initiative to resolve problems and greater attention to relationship with the patient.

Medicine shortages were common and played a large role in ANs’ interaction with patients. They described the experience of giving patients prescriptions, instead of medicines, and how patients left unsatisfied. The ANs empathized with the patient perspective and expressed understanding of the effort and investment required to travel to the health center, with the expectation that they would get help. The emotional impact of patients’ dissatisfaction played a strong role in their work experience, because as one participant described, “the people are dissatisfied with you because you are the one who takes responsibility (dar la cara) with the people.” (Participant 10, Health Center)

Secondary care ANs also shared that the lack of resources limited their capacity to apply their knowledge and skills to resolve patient problems. In one health center, the AN related the experience of not having oxygen available to provide adequate treatment for children who came in with advanced pneumonia:

The truth is, many children have died on us. In the case of pneumonia, they have come in already seriously ill, complicated, and sometimes they can’t breathe. They have died here because we haven’t been able to do anything because there is no oxygen. If we had oxygen, we would quickly put it on and refer them, and that way they would make it to the hospital. (Participant 13, Health Center)

The ANs related these constraints to their own frustration in their work because they were not able to resolve their patients’ need.

For the most part, ANs felt that resource constraints were beyond their control. However, their motivation was also reflected in examples of ANs taking initiative to resolve problems: using their own resources to purchase small items for patients or the work setting, travelling to the Regional Health Office to try to obtain supplies, or working with community leaders to solicit support from the municipality.

ANs also faced resource constraints of their own due to delayed wages which limited their ability to respond as they would have liked, because “we too are struggling to see how we are going to make it.” (Participant 12, Health Center)

ANs also responded to these conditions through greater attention to the patient-provider relationship. They described using increased effort to communicate and achieve understanding with patients and provide good care. Their capacity to relate to the patients was strengthened by their shared language and understanding of their culture and experience. They expressed that it was important to call patients by their names, be respectful of their use of traditional medicines, and give priority to attending those who had travelled into town from the villages. The following quotes further illustrate how secondary care ANs saw themselves actively responding to the situation through their capacity to attend to patients.

Interviewer: What makes you feel good in your work in spite of so many limitations?

AN: The communication with (the patients), helping them understand, explaining the reason why you can’t give them what they want. Good communication... and kindness to them, that’s what makes you say I did my job, I did well today. (Participant 8, Health Center)
3.3.2. Effort of Community Work. ANs in primary care also faced conditions that complicated their work, including lack of cooperation from community leaders and transportation issues. As in secondary care, their responses reflected their motivation and unique capacity to relate to the population served.

A challenge that was unique to the primary care setting was establishing and maintaining community participation in the roles and organizations which are designed to facilitate health services coordination with the community. One AN described the initial difficulty of convincing people to participate in the Community Development Council.

During my career I have encountered many difficulties because... since we began our work in PEC there are people who don’t want to get involved in the Community Development Council... They used to say they couldn’t participate because they weren’t paid for their day. But thank God, we have raised awareness so that they participate and get involved in health issues, without receiving an incentive... It was really difficult... but thank God now they participate. (Participant 2, PEC)

Another AN described the difficulty of recruiting health promoters to support his work in the health center catchment area because they were aware that volunteers in nearby communities covered by the PEC received benefits that the health center did not have the resources to offer.

We don’t have the same resources (as PEC)... (In this district) part of the population is covered by (a PEC provider). The promoters who work with me don’t receive any incentives, while those with (PEC) receive monthly training, t-shirts, boots, hats, backpacks, flashlights... We don’t have any of that, but I have been able to maintain them, because I have known how to manage them, how to incentivize them in other ways. If not, this would be finished. (Participant 4, Health Center)

In both cases, the ANs described how they dealt with the perceived lack of incentives among community members through their own capacities to raise consciousness about the value of community participation and manage volunteers effectively. It is noteworthy that two ANs in a health center who had previous experience as health promoters also described how participating and sharing their nursing knowledge in their own communities was the most important way they could contribute to their progress. Their active role in community leadership outside of work seemed to enhance their sense of value in their role as ANs as well.

Primary care ANs also faced difficulty in transportation, because much of their work was in community-based health promotion activities. In the PEC program, the mobile team was sometimes provided with a vehicle or motorcycle(s). But one AN pointed out that there was not enough money for vehicle maintenance. In some cases, ANs utilized their own motorcycle to reach the communities, and paid their own fuel costs. When no vehicle was available, the ANs combined buses, rides, and walking to reach the communities where they were scheduled to provide services. Out of pocket expenditures for transport were not reimbursed. However, while these difficulties were mentioned, most of the primary care ANs did not seem to be demoralized by this aspect of their work. They expressed more satisfaction derived from their contact with the communities.

However, this pattern of greater satisfaction derived through primary care community work did not appear to hold for female ANs interviewed. Feedback from stakeholders also indicated that female ANs from rural communities were often more reticent and could experience greater difficulty gaining recognition with community leaders, due to traditional gender roles particularly in remote areas.

3.3.3. Learning in Practice. Knowledge limitations constrained ANs in certain areas of their work, such as diagnosing patients, knowing which treatment to prescribe, filling in paperwork correctly, and attending deliveries. However, they also described strategies to improve their knowledge through learning from other health professionals in practice.

ANs from all settings and training backgrounds expressed that education is theory, implying that in training they acquired knowledge from books but lacked opportunity to practice. They shared that during training in the clinical setting, there was often a large group of students and it was difficult to get hands-on experience. ANs working in understaffed health centers sometimes mentioned that some of their work activities were outside of their scope of practice, but both ANs and supervisors expressed that they should not leave patients unattended or send patients away because there was no doctor. Given the one-year duration of training, shortage of health professionals, and limited time of experience of many of the newly contracted ANs, the structural conditions contributing to this constraint were evident.

Several ANs who were recent graduates of the distance education program expressed an attitude of “learning in practice” that seemed to help them cope with their knowledge limitations. One AN shared that he always asked questions during clinical training. When he did not understand, he would “stop a doctor, any doctor and ask a question.” Other recent graduates working in a health center said that they had gotten where they were by not standing by passively. They put themselves in the action so they could learn and improve.

That’s why we have learned something in life— if we weren’t this way, we wouldn’t have learned anything... we have never let things pass, we always get ourselves in. (Participant 13, Health Center)

On the job, they had improved by learning with the doctors, taking advantage of opportunities to observe how they attend deliveries, and by receiving orientation about classes of disease and their treatment. Learning was facilitated by positive relationships with doctors. One medical director stated that he trained the ANs to do his job because he was only one person and sometimes he was not there or there were too many patients. Nurse supervisors also contributed
to an organizational culture that promoted team work. A health center AN recounted that their supervisor told them that if they were going to work well, they had to work as a team and help and support each other. Other strategies to confront knowledge limitations included: seeking advice from more experienced ANs and nurse supervisor in person and by phone and consulting the Standards of Practice manual. Learning was described as a source of satisfaction in work and continued learning was frequently named as what was most needed to help them work more effectively in their role as an AN.

4. Discussion

The findings of this study illustrate interconnections between motivation, satisfaction, and health workers’ practice in a rural Latin American setting. The ANs described constraints to service delivery common in low resource settings: shortages of medicines and equipment, travel to distant communities, difficulties of community participation, and knowledge limitations. The coping strategies they used to respond to these constraints in practice reflected their motivation through connection to the community they were serving and satisfaction from a sense of the value of their work. These responses provide insight into locally-developed strategies that strengthen the health worker’s relationship to the health system as well as the community.

The health worker characteristic of “community connectedness” was central to motivation in this rural Guatemalan setting. ANs interviewed expressed desire to serve their people and address health needs of their community and families. The value of residing in the community was contrasted with the historical experience of health workers coming from outside. Other studies have also highlighted the importance of intrinsic motivation among rural health workers. They describe professional ethos, religious conviction, and desire to help the poor as factors that should be built on in efforts to improve performance [12, 30, 31].

Satisfaction was derived from the sense that their work was addressing important health needs. ANs working in primary care settings described that their satisfaction with their work was reinforced by recognition from communities, particularly in their health promotion activities. The experience of the ANs working in secondary care settings reflected more tension between satisfaction with the value of their work and frustration due to resource constraints that restricted their ability to resolve patient problems. But all ANs interviewed reported that they planned to continue working in the health services, which is an indicator of satisfaction. This resonates with findings on Brazilian health agents: “When agents talked about why they liked their jobs, the subject of respect from clients and “my community” often dominated the conversation” (cited in [32]). Franco et al. describe this as social embeddedness and contend that it affects health worker motivation to provide good service [32]. The findings of this study provide further evidence of the far-reaching influence connectedness to the population served can have on practice.

Health worker motivation is typically seen in the literature through the human resource management (HRM) lens and defined as “the willingness to exert and maintain an effort towards organizational goals” [32]. Studies seek to identify determinants of health worker motivation so that performance management strategies may be customized [13, 14, 17]. In this view, the lack of health worker motivation is the problem impeding performance and enhancing their motivation is the solution. The findings of this study suggest that in some contexts motivation may not be the problem. Instead, the perspectives shared by ANs raise the question whether the health system organization is giving them the support they need to enable them to meet their goals arising through their own experience of health needs in their community. Fritzen has also pointed out that performance management strategies are difficult to apply in public services of developing countries where essential pre-requisites, including availability of drugs, equipment, and transport as well as living wages for workers, are often missing [33].

The ANs’ motivation and satisfaction led them to utilize coping strategies that reflected that their personal goals were closely related to organizational goals. These strategies indicate directions for strengthening health workers’ relationship to the health system and the community. The displayed coping strategy of learning with colleagues in practice is similar to existing recommendations to support performance through promoting lifelong learning and team work in an enabling work environment [9]. ANs taking initiative to solve resource constraints also resembles the desired outcome of suggested strategies for preparing health workers to adapt to challenges through problem-based learning and providing conditions for agency [7, 9]. These strategies indicate directions for strengthening health workers’ integration with the health system, which are in line with existing recommendations for bringing their practice in line with standards of care and enabling them to adapt to changing conditions.

The coping strategies exhibited by ANs of greater attention to the patient relationship and building collaborative relationships with community leaders indicate directions for strengthening health worker relationship to the community which have received little attention in the literature. These strategies built on ANs’ shared cultural and linguistic background with the population served and illustrated how community connectedness translated to a unique capacity for responsiveness in their practice. A recent study of rural health workers in Papua New Guinea describes how, even when health workers are not locals, efforts to build engagement with the community contribute to motivation and performance through the increased acceptability of services [34]. In order to strengthen the health worker’s position as a bridge between the community and the health system, greater emphasis is needed on community-oriented strategies for a more balanced approach to improving performance.

These findings differ from other examples of coping strategies in the literature, which focus on health workers reacting to adverse conditions through actions that help them to attain personal goals that are not in line with organizational goals [32]. It is possible that these findings are due to differences in the severity of the adversity in the conditions
faced in this setting compared to others, or perhaps reflect the relatively short time of experience of many of the participants. But it also seems important that research on rural health care is usually conducted from a “deficit-describing” approach [33]. Lindelow & Serneels justify their focus on performance problems and the exclusion of the positive experiences of health workers and users as the “most direct method to understanding current issues and identifying potential solutions” [18]. Positive coping mechanisms and existing strengths also deserve attention as they can provide insight into local strategies that can be built on in developing context-appropriate support. Gross et al. suggest focusing on “workhood assets” as a means of exploring health workers’ capacity to cope, adapt and actively respond to constraints to performance in resource-poor settings [21].

The findings of this study also brought to light a gender difference among health workers in this setting. Male ANs were more prevalent in primary care in this setting, while female ANs expressed that the burden of travel to distant communities was too great, particularly when they also had family obligations. This contrasts with other MLHW cadres such as the Lady Health Workers in Pakistan and Health Extension Workers in Ethiopia which exclusively enroll women to provide community level primary care. These countries’ utilization of female health workers is based on their acceptability and cultural sensitivity in women’s health issues. However, this study suggested that gender-related characteristics also posed a constraint for women in the primary care role, limiting their mobility.

This study aimed to generate insight into the practice of MLHWs in rural Guatemala and strategies for supporting their performance through the perspective of front-line workers. However, the results should be considered in light of the following limitations. Due to access issues and time limitations, the most remote workers were not represented in this sample. Language barrier also may have limited full understanding in the interviews, as Spanish was the second language of participants and the interviewer. Analysis of variation across health worker characteristics focused primarily on differences between primary and secondary care settings, even though these differences also coincided with gender in this sample. This decision was based on the observation during field work that the primary care role offered greater opportunity for self-realization and positive community contact. It is possible that the importance of gender in explaining variation across work settings has been underestimated.

5. Conclusions

The AN cadre exhibits the characteristics that make MLHWs a strategic focus for strengthening health systems. They play a prominent role in service delivery in rural areas of Guatemala with great health needs. Recruitment of rural residents is facilitated by low entry education requirement and distance education modalities. Successful scaling up of AN positions in priority areas of Guatemala in 2008 contrasted with high vacancy rates in new positions for professionals. Current international priorities emphasize efforts to improve rural health services through incentive-based strategies to attract and retain professionals who are not motivated to work in rural areas [35]. Given the difficulty of attracting professional to rural facilities, improving support for the health workers who are already there is a logical complementary step to strengthen performance of the health system [16].

This study highlighted existing strengths of individuals from a MLHW cadre who were motivated by community connectedness and employed a range of coping strategies in their practice in the face of difficult circumstances. Policies to build on these strengths should focus on mechanisms that make midlevel as well as professional health worker training accessible to rural residents, such as targeted recruitment, housing allowances for study, and distance education. Education level required for entry is also an important factor in accessibility. Continued support for MLHWs in practice should provide them the opportunity to develop their capacity as problem solvers, strengthen their skills through mentoring relationships, and increase lines of communication with professionals for consultation. Finally, the practice of health workers in rural areas should be strengthened through efforts to fortify their relationship to the community, such as collaborative work with leaders and volunteers and greater attention to the provider-patient relationship. These recommendations indicate actions to make effective and efficient use of existing human resources and enhance their capacity to deliver health services to underserved populations in rural Guatemala and other low-resource settings.
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